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INTRODUCTION

Geographic information system (GIS) technology is valuable for developing practical technology skills. Dinosaurs and
diverse terrestrial, fresh water, and marine fossils are natural
drawing cards for the program, eliciting both excitement and
curiosity. Cretaceous fossils also include turtles, ammonites,
and marine reptiles. Layer-cake stratigraphy and the colorful landscapes in northeastern Montana combine to create a
naturally attractive backdrop for the project. Several Upper
Cretaceous units, such as the Hell Creek Formation and the
Bear Paw Shale, contain the richest, most diverse fossil assemblages on the continent and perhaps in the world.
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methods as well as methods for excavation of vertebrate and plant fossils.
Participants described the fossils and
enclosed rock types and then created geologic maps using GPS, Total
Station surveys, and ArcView. The
resulting geologic maps and fossil
finds were then used by the teachers and students to develop and test
scientific hypotheses and to decipher
relationships among fossils in time
and space.

RESULTS
Results from the first year of this
NSF project were positive. Teachers
developed inquiry-based projects and
later implemented them in their own
schools. For example, teachers from
Plentywood, Montana, developed a
learning unit using GPS and GIS to
determine the relationship between
an erosion channel and the artifacts
found at the Shippe Canyon drainage channel. Another teacher from
Whitewater, Montana, challenged her
students to determine whether dinosaur fossils found in northern Phillips County were buried in the same
stratigraphic layer. To date, 17 such
projects involving 22 teachers and
over 400 students are being developed across northeastern Montana.
This approach, combining geospatial technology and paleontology to
engage middle school teachers and
students in a rural field setting, presents a unique model of education. It
has the potential to motivate future
generations of learners and to steer
them toward careers in technology
and science. As we begin our second
year, readers are invited to gain further information by visiting our Web
site for the Paleo Exploration Project:
http://pep.explore-ed.com.
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